Brain injury-induced enhanced limbic epileptogenesis: anatomical and physiological parallels to an animal model of temporal lobe epilepsy.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of symptomatic epilepsy in young adults. This study examined physiological and anatomical epileptogenic consequences of a prior incident of TBI in rats. Rats were subjected to a fluid percussion brain injury one week prior to experimentation, and in vitro electrophysiological recording studies were conducted using combined hippocampal-entorhinal cortical slices (HEC slices). Results were compared to sham operated controls and rats in which a condition of chronic temporal lobe epilepsy was induced by a 2 h bout of pilocarpine-induced status epilepticus 2 months prior to recording (PILO). In field potential recording, PILO HEC slices evidenced a greater degree of disinhibition in Ca1 than did TBI or control slices. TBI slices showed greater disinhibition in the dentate gyrus than did PILO or control rats. In in vitro kindling experiments, 86% of TBI HEC slices generated self-sustaining epileptic activity within 9 stimulus trains. This type of activity was never triggered in control slices. HEC slices prepared from PILO animals generated self-sustaining epileptic activity with fewer stimulus trains than did TBI slices. In anatomical studies, both TBI and PILO hippocampi evidenced significant loss of neurons within the hilar region. TBI induces a series of changes within the limbic system of rats, which are qualitatively similar in many aspects but quantitatively less severe than changes seen in rats with chronic temporal lobe epilepsy. These physiological and anatomical TBI-associated alterations in the limbic system may contribute to the development of epilepsy following head trauma.